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Trustees overrule CJAC
By Joe Kashi
The Corporation Executive
Comnmittee has rejected a CJAC
report recommending that MIT
partially support Ralph Nader's
Project on Corporate Responsibility in a proxy fight with
General Motors. Greg Smith,
CJAC chairman, said: "I'm disappointed that the Executive
Committee did not adopt the
CJAC recommendation regarding proposal number five, however, in regard to proposal number four, there was an opinion
very close to convergence with
the CJAC recommendation."
The Executive Committee
voted against the proposal endorsed by CJAC which Aould
have expanded the GM Board of
Directors to 26 by the inclusion
of three public representatives.
They said that these three additional board members would
By Alex Makowski
rather than
"I conclude that we cannot over the period of the next months serve special intereststhey
were to
the public interest
and years continue to manage the Draper Laboratory .. ."
serve. CJAC had endorsed the
President Howard Johnson announced Wednesday his decision to expansion proposal by a large
divest the Draper Labs. An interim board has already been picked to margin.
Campaign GM, the MIT stuadminister the Labs over the next year while plans for complete
independence are worked out. Johnson's decision ended a
seven-month experiment begun

MIT divests D-Labs;
Draper interimn head

D

to determine thie feasibility of
operating the Draper and Lincoln Labs under the Pounds
Panel and Corporation Executive
Committee guidelines. Last fall
the Executive Committee decided that MIT would no longer
engage in work on "operational
,
weapons systems."
Lincoln Lab
Labwilrtn
will retain
Lincoln Lab
TheTeLincoln
its MIT affiliation. In markced
contrast with the Draper Labs,
insisted Johnson, "its projects
contractors,- and funding arrangements will permit it -to
operate within the framework of
the Executive Committee
Policy."
Conversion of the Draper
Labs, though, is impossible
"without major retraction in
employment levels at the lab- ..
oratory and without a serious
loss of capability in what this
laboratory has set itself to do
and chooses to do in the years
ahead." Elaborating, Johnson
pointed out that neither money
nor time is available for needed
adjustment.
Financial penalties
Divestment bears serious'
financial penalties for the Institute. With the Draper Labs go
four million dollars in funds
(Please turn to page 3I

Kats,

electoral activities, 2) a need to
emphasize civic responsibility to
MIT students, 3) due note of the
extensive effort MIT students
have given this spring and planned for this summer and next
fall; and 4) the necessity of
being non-partisan-of keeping
MIT politically neutral.
He continued with a list of
three proposals involving the
cancellation of classes for one,
one and one-half, and two week
periods. Class time would be
made up by trimming days from
scheduled four-day weekends,
exam period, and reading period.
None of the three- suggestions
involved cutting time form January's Independent Activities
Period.
ra
i;
l
January finals
Earlier, Professor Robert t
Robert Gallager
Professor
Halfman captured the newlya
created post of Associate -Fac- followed with discussion of the
ulty Chairman. Hoffman de- distinctions among the three
feated Professor Kosta Tsipis, plans. He pointed out that the
nominated to provide a nonI t wo-week proposal involved
scheduling finals in January. The
-tenured candidate.
hardships of students forced to
Four principles
Modigliani opened the dis- return to MIT after vacation
cussion of a Princeton-type I only to take finals before rePlan by listing four principles hiss turning home for the incommittee deemed essential to dependent study period should
any procedure: 1) a recognitionI not be overlooked, he urged. He
of the educational value off noted also that one of the pro-

Bohmer, morm jaied

il

15 to announce a meeting coricerning the occupation of President Johnson's office then going
on.

Testimony concerning the
disruptions was finished yesterday at about 3 pmr. On Wednesday, Bransome and Wulff appeared and repeated the stories
they had given at the earlier
trial. Wednesday and yesterday
the defendants, represented by
attorney Dan Klubock, presented their case,and attempted to
inject political considerations
into the trial. The judge continually ruled their attempts out of
order.
Observers in the courtroom
claimed that the judge exhibited
(Please turn to page 6)

I

Ip

dent group affiliated with Nader
in the GM fight, said that this
action was a betrayal of the
consensus of the community
reached by CJAC, and was contrary to MIT's responsibility to

ok Princeton

By Alex Makowski
The faculty overwhelmingly r
approved Wednesday a -motionL
supporting "in principle" a calendar re-arrangements for theI
election campaigns next fall.
Exact specifications for an I
MIT version of the Priiceton I
Plan have yet to be determined.
Professor
mmitteell 1
uco Modiglia-ni
FaC
hroeas up Franco
heads up a CEP subcommittee 11
that will present specific proposals to the faculty at another r
meeting Tuesday afternoon.
_
The complete text of President t
Johnson's speech to the Faculty r
on the subject of the Special I
Laboratories will be found on I
page S.

By Bruce Schwartz
students, were found guilty by a
Pete Bohmer , George Katsia- judgeof possession of marijuana.
ficas, and George's mother went They were sentenced to ten days
to jail yesterday. A jury found and given a $200 fine; however,
the two radicals guilty on two they are appealing and are free
counts of disruption of classes. on bail. The charge was leveled
Judge George Johnson of at them by police who arrested
Middlesex Superior Court, them on May 5 after they had
Lowell, sentenced them to serve canvassed Cambridge High and
two months in Billerica Correc- Latin. They were beaten in the
tional Institution and pay fines police station.]
of $50. He found Mrs. KatsiafiKatsiaficas' and Bohmer's
cas in contempt when she went trial began Wednesday morning.
into hysterics during the sen- They were appealing a convictencing of her son. Castigating tion by Judge Haven Parker in
her for "not bringing her son up Third District Court last April
properly," he sentenced her to 13. At that time, Parker had
ten days in the Charles Street sentenced them to one month in
Jail.
jail and a $50 fine on charges
[In another courtroom, Mid- stemming from the pair's entry
dlesex Third Distriet, Jon Kabat into the classes of Professor's
and Charles Kole, MIT graduate Wulff and Bransome on January

~~
Steve Carhart testifies before CJAC at a recent open meeting on
Campaign GM. The Corporation rejected the CJAC proposals.
III

Plean

posals necessitated classes on December 23, forcing many students to travel Christmas Eve.
Shortened schedule
Many who rose to speak supported the class cancellation
concept. In fact, several suggested that the proposals did not
go far enough. Professor Hartley
Rogers, for instance, urged that
the committee investigate cutting the January Independent
Activities Period to free more
time for the fall. Earlier, Modigliani had stressed. the unfeasibility of cutting time from
the already shortened class
schedule.
Two week minimum
Besides the vote supporting
the "principle" of shifting the
{Please turn to page 3)

----

act in the public interest.
James Killian, Chairman of
the MIT Corporation and a GM
board member, abstained from
the Executive Committee vote
because of a conflict of interest.
It is reported that President
Johnson, also a voting Executive
Committee member, argued
strongly in favor of the CJAC
report.
CJAC recommended that the
Corporation Executive Committee direct MIT to vote favorably
on the Nader proposal enlarging
the GM board of directors to 26
by the addition of three members chosen as public representatives charged with safeguarding
consumer, ecological, and minority interests.
No vote asked
However, CJAC also recommended that MIT vote against
the other Nader proposal ordered on the ballot by the Securities and Exchange Commission.
This motion would set up a
committee to aid and advise GM
on its proper relation to society.
The committee would have
broad powers within the GM
{Please turn to page 7)

Leftist students disrupt
Tuesday night hearings
By John Kavazanjian
and Harold Federow
The hearings of the Faculty
Committee on Discipline continued last Monday and Tuesday
with the cases of six more students charged in connection
with the January 15 and 16
occupation of the Corporation
offices. The only attempts at
disruption were made at Tuesday's hearing.
On Monday, the defendants
were to be Don Wolman '71,
Rich Eddlernan '70, and Aaron
Tovish '71. Tovish is no longer a
student at MIT, and Eddleman
graduated in January, so neither
of them were present. Wolman is
a student and has been seen
around the Institute the last few
days, but for some unreleased
reason he did not appear either.
Tuesday night's hearing also involved three defendants,
Peggy Hopper '72, Jeffrey
Mermelstein '72, and Charles
Simmons '72,. The formal start
of the hearing was delayed for
over an hour by the insistence of
the defendents that their friends
(a group of 30 people present,

similar to the group at last Sunday's hearing) be allowed into
the hearing room.
The group was given a form
reply by Vice-President in charge
of Organization Systems, John
Wynne. They were told that the
policy of the Committee was no
spectators in the room and that
the video-audio was in 26-100.
The crowd did not leave. The
group talked and moved around
but nothing of consequence happened until, for some inexplicable reason, the door
opened wide and the crowd
pushed in, overpowering the
eight or nine Campus Police in
the area.
Discipline threatened
Wynne stood up on the stairway shouting, "Stop it. Stop it
right now!" but no one left. He
next read a prepared statement
giving the crowd ten minutes to
disperse or be subject to "prosecution under the laws of the
Commonwealth" and be subject
to disciplinary action by the
MIT community.
The crowd occupied the hall(Please turn to page 3)
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Johnson taps Draper Faculty plans fall calendar
temporary Labs' hea4d
Speaking for the faculty
nominations committee, Rogers
pointed out that the post was
not conceived as a "constitutional balance" to provide
for or protect junior faculty.
Besides, he continued, 16 of the
22 appointments to committees
this year have' been assistant or
associate professors. He urged
the faculty to consider Halfman's "substantial" qualifications and approve his nom-

(Continued from Page 1)
schedule, only one other ballot

/Continued from page 1)

contributed annually to offset
campus operating expenses.
Much of the money will come
from the tightening of belts in
other departments, while the administration will continue -to
seek funds for non-military research.
Faculty reaction is still difficult to guage. Most professors
at Wednesday's meeting withheld comment pending a more
thorough study of Johnson's address. Time has been set aside at
Tuesday's meeting for faculty
reactions. In any case, the decision has already been made.
Johnson presented his case to

the Corporation, and the Executive Committee approved
divestment.
Charles Stark Draper
As has been true for the past
20 years, Charles Stark Draper

will be the labs' guiding spirit.
Johnson appointed him temporary head of the interim policy
board; undoubtedly the board
will pick him to oversee operations for the next year.
Faculty secretary Neil Hartley called on Draper Wednesday
to- give his views of President
Johnson's decision, a rising tide
of applause greeted his approach
to the mike. Draper suggested
that the labs have long been an
interesting -and useful educational experience and
pledged to maintain the closest
possible "interface" with students and faculty. To continue a
"systems approach to technology" will remain his overriding goal. And Draper closed
with a wry, "I never intended at
any time to be this much trouble
to anybody."

was taken. Professor Abraham
Siegel asked a "sense of the
meeting" motion, urging that
classes be cancelled for at least
two weeks. Professor Robert
Hulsizer agreed, noting that
amounts of time would be needed for a successful effort.
Professor Frederick Frey
labelled the motion "premature." Elaborating, Professor
Anthony French insisted that
the faculty "should be especially
responsive to the wishes of the
students." He asked his colleagues to hold off such a specific decision until more student
opinion could be gathered. The
motion was defeated by a 2margin.

Associate Chairman
The vote for an associate
faculty chairman hinged on one
issue-should the post go to a
junior faculty member (an
assistant or associate professor)?

Radicals disrupt hearings
(Continued from Page1)
way as time limits were read

periodically by Wynne. At the
announcement of one minute
left the group voted to leave,
and left with 25 seconds remaining. On Wednesday Wynne
told a reporter that they would
not be prosecuted for trespassing
under the Massachusetts law
since they left before the limit.
On leaving, the crowd went
over to 26-100 to view the hearing and periodically returned
outside of building 24 to chant
near the hearing-room window.
During the disruptions and immediately after, a window was
broken in room 12-191 and two
fire hoses (one in bldg. 12, one
in bldg. 26) were turned on.
Once they started, at about
8:15, the hearings ran into some
serious procedural difficulties.
Everything from how certain
members of the Committee got
on the Committee to the order
of testimony against the defendents was discussed.
Of the requested witnesses,
three were not on hand. One was
Provost Jerome Weisner, whose
presence was requested by two
of the defendents. He was notified informally but did not appear or send an explanation. The
other two were Jon Kabat and
Mike Albert, both of whom were
explained to have been too busy.
Despite protestations by the defendents that the absense of
these people constituted a
reason for postponement, the.
committee voted to continue the
hearing. Prof. Osborne, Chairman, worked out a proposal
I

_
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NOW ON SALE. Impala, America's most popular car.
You simply buy any Impala V8 model.
And you simply order Turbo Hydra-matic transmission, radio,
white stripe tires, front and rear bumper guards and the convenient
Comfortilt steering wheel. Then we include a big regular fuel 400cubic-inch VS and dual exhausts.
At no extra charge, during The Big Impala 400 Sale.

TR 6-4226
I

Thru SatILONELINES S OF THE
LONG DISTANCE RUNNER 5:307:30-9:30 Sat Mat 3:3(DSun-Tues!
LORD OF THE FLIES; 7:050-10:05
4
Sun Mat 4:10 & THE BBALCONY
5:45-8:40
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Chevelle. $148 LESS*

Chevelle. $147 LESS*

than our previous lowest priced 4-door.

than our previous lowest priced hardtop.

Now America's lowest priced
America's most popular mid-size
mid-size hardtop.
sedan at a new low price.
We took America's best selling mid-size car. Then added
two new lower priced models. Lower priced they are But lower
priced looking and feeling they aren't.
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Monte Carlo is hundreds of dollars less than
other personal luxury cars. Hundreds.
Yet Monte Carlo's a car of thickly padded
seats. An instrument panel with the look of
Carpathian burled elm. Plush carpeting.
Monte Carlo is every bit the luxury car.
Try the real thing at your Chevrolet dealer's.

Today through Tue,sday!

Bergman's WILD STRLAWBERRIES
5:45-7:40-9:35 Wkncd Mat 3:50
oU 0 B - n8o
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Monte Carlo Luxury for only $3,123*

Laurel & Hardy Fliicks t Wed!

SAPS AT SEA; Thurs, Fri! CHUMP
AT OXFORD; Sat, Sunn! OUR
RELATIONS; Mon, Taves!

BOHEMIAN GIRLcall the;atre for times
l
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'Based on manufacturer's suggested retail prices, including federal excise tax and suggested dealer new vehicle
preparation charges. Destination charges, state and local
taxes and optional equipment additional.
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Kresge Little Theater
8:30
May 22, 23, 27-30
8864-6900 x4720
$2.00,2.50
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Nova now $159 LESS*
Now you can order a new Nova at
a $159 price reduction.
Coupe or sedan.
Four-, six- or eight-cylinder engine.
With these Novas the day-night
mirror; bias belted ply tires, cigarette
lighter and seat belt retractors, formerly
standard, are still available as options.
Place your order at your Chevy dealer's.
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M. I. T. Communtiy Players
Present Edward Albee's

the defendents, as he did all
night, that it was not a trial but
a hearing. In its efforts to be
objective as well as subjective,
the hearing had trouble.
The hearing came to an end
at five am. The results of the
hearings will not be complete
until the summer, at which time
the defendents will be notified
of the decisions.
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Chairman'Osborne reminded
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Mermelstein:'One thing that
whereby a defendent could say
what a witness would have said has to be proved is that we were
and if the Committee thinks that in the office without right."
Gray's reply was, "that is
it is important, they will meet at
another time to hear that wit- right."
As was the pattern for the
other hearings, the first witness
was the complaintant, Associate
Provost Paul Gray. He was to be
followed by administration officials who provided the identification of the student involved.
Gray read the charges when
asked to; in them was the phrase
"In the office... without right."
He was questioned by Jeff
Mermelstein on this point.

ination.
Professor Arthur Steinberg
introduced the insurgent candidate; Tsipis. Insisting that the
nomination was not intended as
a "contest of personalities," he
appealed to the faculty to recognize the value of introducing a
junior professor into the highest
echelons of MIT decisionmaking.
Halfman was elected by a
279-241 tally.

Putting you first, keeps us first.
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The Special Labs
The Tech applauds the action taken by Pres- landmark inn MIT's history and represents a conident Johnson regarding the Special Laboratories.
Faced with the current lack of funds for
socially oriented research and the inability and
unwillingness of the Draper Laboratory to change,
we regard the President's decision as the wisest
course of action he could have taken. We regret
the loss of the. Lab in its role as part of the
educational process offered at MIT but hope that
perhaps a large number of students will be able to
remainassociated with the Lab even though it is
not a formal part of the Institute.
With regard to the Lincoln Laboratory we
heartily support efforts to adeclassify the work
done and to increase educational ties with MIT.
We hope these efforts will be increased and that
the administration will 'quickly eliminate any
inconsistencies between current projects at the
Lab and the recommendations of the Pounds
Panel.
The decision of the Labs was made with regard
to the future of MIT and the long range goals and
attitudes of the Institute. This decision becomes a

'#l

-THE
aCmE

scious step? away from the classified projectorientated IDepartment of Defense research which
has come to characterize the Draper Labs over the
past years. It is the most graphic expression-that
MIT as an iinstitution could make'stating that this
type of res,earch is inappropriate for a university.
At the same time we hope that this is the
beginning o f an era in which MIT will prove to be
the leader iin technically oriented research in the
fields of soDcial and urban systems. When funds
become ava ilable for this research we look forward
to the Urbamin
Systems Lab becoming analagous to
what the Dhraper Laboratories has become in the
field of inerrtiai guidance.
With the divestment of the Draper Lab and the
gradual "cc ynversion" of Lincoln Lab away from
classified DoOD research, MIT will find itself out of
the weaponis system development gamne. MIT has
reordered i Its priorities. wat is now needed is a
reordering cof the country's priorities so that in the
future theree won't be a new MIRV contract to
worry abotut-not at MIT-not at the Draper
Lab-not anywhere.

The Corporation and GM
It is difficult to express in words the bitterness members, representing several hundred faculty
we feel over the MIT Corporation Executive and six students, representing about 7000 stu
Committee's decision to reject the Corporation de
nts.
Joint Advisory Committee's recommendation to
CJAC conducted lengthy hearings and discus
vote in favor of one of the proposals submitted by sions, in whichrepresentatives of all points ofviewI
Campaign GM to the GeneralMotors stockholders. were heard. Its recommendationis were watered
t
The student organizers who attempted to get down to support only one of the Campaign GM!
!MIT to support these modest reforms - reformsof proposals in order to attain virtuil unanimity
a segment of our economy which everyone agrees within CJAC and hopefully the Executive Com
has been shortsighted if not downright careless. rittee.
concerning its social responsibility - did everyAnd after all this careful observance of due
thing according to the Corporations rules.
process, which the Corporation respects, the Exec
There were no occupations of buildings, vio- utive Committee - a small group of men who
lence, or coercion. There weren't even any demon- come mainly from the business world - met and
arbitrarily rejected a clear community consensus
strations.
The General Assembly did not pass any "de- on this issue.
mands." It merely set up a task force to study the
The Executive Committee of the MIT Corporation suffers from the same narrowness of vision
matter.
The task force report was submitted to CJAC,

that CJAC felt plagued General Motors. The action

the bodtsewhichhe Corporation itself set up o
handle such matters. CJAC includes six Corpora-tion members representingsomethingunder a hundred members of the Corporation; six faculty

of the MIT Corporation did not represent the vast
majority opinion of the community. In the future,
the
Executive Committee must
listen more closely
the Executive C ommittee
mustlisten more closely
to its own advisory committee - or perhaps it
won't have one.
s
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won't have one.

D-Labs Inc. divestnment as a cop-out
By Bruce Schwartz
1.

This is a dissenting editorial.
I have always believed that
one does not applaud the act of
bowing to the inevitable. Thus I
cannot go along with applauding
President Johnson's decision to
recommend to the Corporation
Executive Committee that the
Draper ~ Labs be divested. The
decision to divest is an admisssion of failure; an admission
that' conversion cannot be accomplished within the presen:
context. One'doesn't applaud
defeats, and I am certain that
President Johnson regrets the
failure of conversion attempts as
sincerely as anyone, and did not
enjoy making this decision.
The committment to attempt
to convert the Labs away from
THE WIZARD OF ID

classified weapons research is
thus dead. The Institute has
been trying to get funds for
alternative projects ever since
Agenda Days last-spring, and has
been unable to find enough
work to keep the labs going.
I shouldn't say it, but I told
you so. Last spring I wrote in
this paper that there would be
no way to change I-Lab priorities until there was a change in
Federal priorities. Apparaently
the year has proven this analysis
correct. President Johnson has
tacitly acknowledged D-Labs'
status as a creature of the Federal government.
By washing MIT's hands of
MIRV and ABM, the President
probably hopes to get war research protest as well as war
research off campus. However;

MIT can no more get its hands
clean than could Pilate. MIRV
will go on. (Deployment is slated

to begin soon.) The basic problem, the arms race, will remain.
Indeed, it may be that divestment, the convenient policy, will
ultimately prove the cowardly
one. What little control the MIT
community had previously exerted on the Labs will disappear,
and it is not unlikely that the
Labs will now take on even more
weapons work-if the government funds it. Of course, as we
suggested 'way back in the January Reamer, (truth is stranger
than fiction!) the Labs could
quite easily have divested themselves from MIT. They are, after
all, not much more than the sum
of the talents of the Lab researchers. Restiveness within the

labs probably figured strongly in
Mr. Johnson's decision to let
them go.
The President as much as
admitted he had no other
choice. Conversion has failed;
divestment is no solution. It
cures the symptom but not the
disease.
The battle against wasteful
was research and an escalating
arms race remains, as before,
with the Federal Government. If
MIRV and ABM aren't funded,
they won't get done. Opponents
of these and similar projects
must work and fight for cuts in
the Defense budget. Failing such
cuts, the only recourse would be
to more radical actions to prevent weapons development. Let
us hope it doesn't have to come
to that. And let no one applaud.

by Brant parker and Johnny hart

II.
This is a late-breaking editorial. it's about what puts the
"k" in "Amerika."
On Monday, Jon Kabat and
Chuck Cole got sentences (albeit
light) for a marijuana rap stemming from an empty hash pipe.
Though they had been beaten in
the police station, the judge Tefused to hear any such testimony, even though MIT (!) had
lodged a brutality protest.
Two months ago, Boston cop
Walter Duggan shot and killed
Franklin Lynch, a black prisoner, at Boston City Hospital. No
investigation. No suspension.
The DA won't do anything. It
has the appearances of murder.
Duggan is still on the job.'
Yesterday, George Katsiaficas
and Pete Bohmer were sentenced
to two months in jail for disrupting classes! Two months for two
minutes' "disturbance," can you
dig it? And then Judge Johnson
went and sentenced his mother
to ten days in Charles Street Jail
for crying and trying to protect
her son. What mother wouldn't
cry when her son is being sent to
jail? Where is this pig judge's
sense of mercy, if not of justice?
Where indeed? When Pete
Bohmer was being sentenced, he
asked the Judge, "Is this a court
of justice?" His reply: "A court
of law first, a court of justice
second."
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Johnson reports Draper Lab d
I conclude that MIT can conto manage Lincoln Labtinue
text of a report
following is the
'The
oratory in essentially the same
L aboratories pree Special
on'MIT
t
W .
pedby
MIT
President Howard
frame as we have in the past into
to
a meeting
son
an d presented
John
Faculty Wednesday after-the forseeable future. I conclude
the
of MIT
that we cannot over the period
of the next months and years
toreprot to y ou continue to manage the Draper
want
I
hav e Laboratory under the restriction
I
decision that
the
today on
had to reach in connection with
Executive
ourtw o laboratories. In of the Corporation
directive.
Committee's
October, and again in March, I

the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory - as a wholly separate
and independent division of the
Institute but with its own Board
- a Board to be composed of
one member of the Corporation,
members of the faculty, and of
outside persons who have a general public interest and experience. The Board appointed
by the Executive Committee for
a term of one year would elect
reported on the framework withwe
believe
its president and chairman. The
I
repeat,
me
Let
w
in hich I felt I had a responsLincoln
president, pro tempore, named
to
manage
can
continue
ibility to decide the direction of
by the Executive Committee
Pounds
the
applying
Laboratory
our policy and action in relationwould be C. Stark Draper. I have
and
activities
to
its
frame
Panel
largelabship to thetwo
asked the following to serve this
the
including
relationships
oratories. This faculty andthe
term, and they have accepted.
advisory
Committee's
Standing
laboratorieshave given me supRobert A. Charpie - Presdethe
in
progress.
function;
I
which
port for this course,for
Cabot Corporation
ident,
and
projects;
of
classification
In the seven months
am grateful.
C.
Stark Draper - Institute
the
with
ties
educational
closer
that
have passed since October, I
that
Emeritus and President
Professor
extent
the
To
Institute.
have listened to every voice and
Pro
Tempore,
and
difCharles Stark
inconsistencies
are
there
read every word relating to your
MIT
Laboratory,
Draper
be
they
can
I
believe
ficulties,
views. I have considered every
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'I have proposed...a divestment that protects this
and the Institute."
personnel,
its
asset,
national
I
rm,
plan. I have done so conscious of
the grave responsibility surrounding MIT's actions - a
unique responsibility . for education in the advance of technology.
I have tried, as I have said
before, to reflect MIT's interests.
In that way and in no other will
we make the greatest contribution to education, to the
wise advance of technology
development, -and to the basic
strength of this country.
Today I report my action.
There are those who would wish
we could delay forever this difficult decision point. No one is
more conscious than I of the
difficulty, the complexity, andthe sadness surrounding this
point. But delay and indecision
will serve no one. I haveimade
the.decision, and I report it to
you now. I have acted, and you
can hold me accountable.
I thought there would be
several alternatives as I considered this intensely complicated subject with all of our
responsibilities to so many
people, to the complicated interrelationships of our faculty,
students, staff, and the broader
world of technology, and our
responsibility to the country.
I now think there is only one
viable alternative. I think there is
one way that preserves the Institute's integrity and preserves
our responsibility to our laboratory associates.
I have based this decision on
several tests:
A. Could the laboratories
function under the Corporation
Executive Committee's directive
which barred new work related
to systems intended for oper-

ational deployment as military
weapons and the Standing Committee's review as set by the
Review Panel of last spring.
B. Would the money be
available to move in new directions that would utilize and
match the capability of the laboratories to their fullest extent.
C. Would the laboratories
make that choice, were it available.
D. Is the Standing Cofnmittee of the Laboratories a
workable idea in the long run in
terms of the capability of the
laboratories? and finally,
E. Would present and future
contractors of the laboratories
be able to work with us to
maintain a reasonable emPloyment level, a major responsibility forus in those twolaboratories.
I thinkwe have the answerto
most of those questions, and I
believe that the decision is made
inthose terms.

resolved in full and equal collaboration, and I believe the
educational opportunities represented by the relationship between the campus and Lincoln
Laboratory, as well as through
related service, continue to be
real and genuine.
I conclude that we cannot
continue to take that responsibility for the Draper Laboratory
under the restriction of the
Corporation Executive Committee's directive without major
retraction in employment levels
at the laboratory and without a
serious loss of capability in what
this laboratory has set itself to
do and chooses to do in the
years ahead. We do not have the
right to hurt the capability of
the laboratory by continuing to
impose a restriciton that neither
the laboratory nor its contractors are willing to accept.
Were we to force that situation,
we would be wrong, and it
would not wvork.
As you know, the fundamental emphasis and styles of
the two laboratories - the
central tendencies of their approach to the projects - are
different. Further, unlike the
Lincoln Laboratory, where a
single contract and a longer
period of time for adjustment
makes the framework of support
that we propose possible, Draper
Laboratory has neither the funding prospect nor the time frame
to work through the necessary
three-to-five year change. The
funds and the time are not there.
To pretend they are will only do
basic harm to the laboratory, its
concept of how to apply advanced technology, and in the
end' force an unfair end to the
instable situation.
It would clearly be irresponsible for MIT to allow this
to happen. To hurt the Draper
Laboratory either by indecision
or indirection would hurt the
fundamental integrity of the Institute -and all of us in it. It
would be a disservice to ourselves and to our colleagues in
the laboratory and to the
country that looks to it as a
shield.
Accordingly, I have proposed, as I must legally, to the
Executive Committee and to the
Corporation, and the Corporation has voted approval for, a
divestment - to take place in
two steps- but clearly a divestment that protects this national
asset, its personnel, and the Institute.
The first step will begin imrmediately - June 1 -and the
cost will be high. The first step is
to establish the Draper Laboratory under that very name -

Albert G. Hill - Vice President for Research, MIT
Carl Kaysen - Director, Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton, New Jersey James McCormack - Director, Communications Satellite
Corporation
Charles L. Miller- Director,
Urban Systems Laboratory and
Associate Dean of Engineering,
MIT
Emanuel R. Piore - Vice
President and Chief Scientist,
International Business Machines
,
Corporation
David W. Skinner - Vice
President and Vice Chairman,
Polaroid Corporation
Robert C. Sprague -Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Sprague Electric CompanyMark C. Wheeler -President,
New England Merchants Nation-

step toward an organization that Engineering and Director of the
separates in a way that protects Urban Systems Laboratory. It
the rights of all the employees in will be Professor Miller's rethe laboratory, that allows for sponsibility to continue to desome resorting of tasks and in- velop the Urban Systems Labdividuals, that allows for the oratory as a main focus with
taking over of administrative shich new mission laboratoriefunctions, that allows for the will evolve which will be confunding of the necessary work- cerned with a wide variety of
ing capital of the new organ- societal problems.
I am interested in emization, and that, most of all,
this final point. MIT
phasizing
of
choice
effective
allows for an
at
the edge of the new
belongs
innew
the
the form of
opportunities of a
and
broad
dependent body.
We have
technology.
developing
with
the
I must tell you that
past and
roles
in
the
key
played
final divestment step will come
do
so
in the
to
continue
will
the full burden of the loss of the
emergones
are
Now
new
future.
financial connection with the
Institute. Some financial con- ing and must add in time to the
sequences will begin to be felt emphasis that has been given in
immediately, without doubt. the past to defense-related efThe impact on the research pro- forts. MIT continues to depaend
grams and on the teaching sup- on mission-orientated research
port programs of the Institute for education and for science,
which is, I remind you, a part of
will fall on every aspect of our
effort. I don't see any way to our charter. Our decision today
escape this hard fact. I think it is continues our commitment to
out of honesty to the lab- research related to the security
oratories and to ourselves, how- of this nation. But, it is clear to
me that, largely, these new emever, that we take this step.
I think the decision is a-fair phases in medicine, in environone. It will continue the ed- mental quality improvement, in
ucational relationship among in- the ilrban fields, will require new
dividual professors and students agglomerations of faculty and
connected with the Draper Lab- students and staff in laboratories
oratory during this first divest- created by their special interest
ment period. We give the stu- and talents. The money is not
dents involved that assurance. In today available, but it will be, I
,the second stage, any such re- am sure, when we look at a
lationships would be those with larger time horizon. And in time
a completely outside organ- these new laboratories too may
need to be allowed to go their
ization.
I have asked the Chariman of own way.
That summarizes my purpose
the Faculty and tfhe Dean of
Engineering to form a faculty in this report. I hope you will
body which will deal with the help me make this difficult task
educational continuities and dis- of change possible, mindful, as I
continuities of this changing re- believe we have been, of the
responsibilties of MIT. I wellationship.
Professor Charles L. Miller, come your questions. I do not
who-has served a Directogr of the seek your approval of the deDraper Laboratory, will con- tails. I hope you will give me
tinue his duties as Associate your support on the basic direcDean of the School of tion of this decision.

o nier

al Bank of Boston

The responsibilities for the
interim- support of the laboratory would be in the hands of
this Board. Operating independently and without the
terms of the Corporation Executive Committee's directive,
the Board would have the specific responsibility for the seeking
in as rapid and short a time as
possible the wise and complete
separation of the laboratory. I
am not sure how long this period
of the first step would take. I
think in terms of ayear. Others,
perhaps more aware of the cormplications, say it will take
months loilger, some say shorter.
But this first step is a necessary

ivestment
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ByDave deBronkhart
Pete Bohmer, expelled grad
student, and Bill Murray .have
been banned form the MIT campus as a result of a series of
disruptions of Institute functions.
In a letter delivered by
registered mail late Wednesday
night to each, the Institute
warned that their presence
would not be tolerated in the
future, and would be viewed and
treated as trespassing. Dean

;disruptions
Daniel Nyhart and Vice President John Wynne said Thursday
that, in view of the continued
disruptions, "really, we had no
recourse," since neither of the
two is ,a member of the MIT
community.
The letter stemmed directly
from disruption of Disciplinary
Committee proceedings Tuesday
night. A group of people attempted to gain entrance to the
third floor of building 24, where
(Please turn to page 8)

Letters to The ecah

greatly improved by use of these
advanced systems." Thus MIT has
violated its own criteria of not doing
work on "operational weapons systems," by doing work to modify a
weapons system under testing. Jonathan Kabat's Minority Report (cosigned by Noam Chomsky and Jermade
the President
evaluate the appropriateness of this ome Lerman) in the Pounds Panel
decsion wok
mde the
th decision
the Pesidnt
Poj7c
which he thought would best mainProject 52-337 is particularly in- Final Report gives further details (p.
taintteprsentfnctinofth~abs
tit e p~~~~resetfucinothLas teesting. The title of the project is 60-61): "SABRE - (Self-Aligning
tain
. Tt
i.e. to design weapons of destruction
and Ballistic Re-entry System) Advanced ICBM Technology," and design and development of an adSACC will continue to fight the
Air
Force.
the
US
by
it
is
sponsored
whedevelopment of such weapons,
ther MIT washes its hands of the An Institute publication offers the vanced inertial guidance system for
long-range ballistic missiles which alsituation or not. What is at stake here following description of the program:
is the -survival of the human race. "The project, referred to in the past lows inertial guidance of individual
What the D-Labs do has drastic con- as SABRE is for the design, develop- warheads during re-entry and course
sequences in the outside wsorld - it ment, fabrication, and ground testing alterations for evasive action and
improved target accuracy. Hardened
cannot be justified by saying that the of an advanced inertial measurement against nuclear effects (such as
D-Labs should be allowed to do their unit for intercontinental missiles." ABM)."
own thing. In characterizing the The program was renewed in a series
Under these circumstances SACC
D-Labs' activities President Johnson of six steps between June 20 and
asks
that the MIT Administration
referred to "the country that looks September 30, 1969. Funding answer the following question: "Is
to it as a shield." If the D-Labs is "a amounts to $1.3 million over the high accuracy guidance work being
shield," let's look at who's doing the period October, 1968 to February, done at MIT that is adaptable to
1971.
Pounds, MIRV?"
In the
describing SABRE
shielding. The Board of the Draper
Pounds
Panel Final
(
Labs will include corporstated
Because of the importance of
Final these issues, SACC calls on the' AddP a
Oct. 1969
rel
atives. We .ask the Administration:
blacks,
Why are'there
woenrepo)rt, Oct. 1969,p. 128-129): "The ministration to call a community
Whyeno
n thre
b~aks, noo women,
no labor representatives on this gov- designs will have improved the per- meeting on Tuesday (May 26) to
erning board? Don't they have a formance and be smaller in size (for answer questions related to these
"hiasvea MIRV use?) than the systems now
staerinboardDon't they
under tests. It is to be expected that actions. Science Action Coordinating
MITa
s
of
a nother eaimple
As
ballistic missile effectiveness could be
making nro..e.
decision
democratic
UUMllVVIUM
tUe;I~IUIl 3114A1!ig1
OJUSTS~
Committee
Two days ago, President Johnson,
in consultation with the Corporation,
but without the sanction of the rest
of the MIT- community, including
faculty, student, and the D-Labs
members themselves, decided to
spin-off the Draper Labs. In doing so,

SACC had discovered that the contras or projct52-337 (classified) as
the D-Labs
othed over
were
newedoverthe summer of
re
w ere
1969, after the one month mototium on new research projects but
before the Sheehan Committee could
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MIT honor
s students Bias -charged at Kats trial
at awards convocation
By Alex Makowski
Under a warm spring sun yesterday, MIT held its annual
awards convocation.
Compton Awards
Heading the list of honors
were the Karl Taylor Compton
awards for outstanding contributions to MIT. This year's recipients were Marv Keshner '7 1,
Steve Kaiser '65, Karen Wattel
'70, Gary Gut '70, Harold Federow '70, Thursday, and SACC.
Kevin George '71 accepted the
award for Thursday, while David
Jacobsen represented SACC.
Stewart awards
Eight Stewart awards for contribution to MIT's extracurricular life were also handed
out. Ed Falks '70 and Robert
Franktton '70 were recognized
for their work with the Student
Information Processing Board,
while Al Goldberg '70, Louis
Homez '70, and Pam Whitman
'70 were also honored. Besides
these individuals, three group
efforts received the awards:
"Crab in Many Colors," Pi Tau
Sigma (m-echanical engineering'
honorary), and the Bush Room
Information Center.
Athletic honors
Several Athletic awards were
included , notably the Outstanding Senior Athlete Award
to Bob McKinley '70, the Cochran award for Leadership and
Inspiration to Richard Hood '70,
and an award .to David M Rap-

begin serving his term. Then
Katsizficas was called forward.
At this point, Mrs. Chrysoula
Katsiaficas, who had been sitting
in the gallery with he r husband,
became hysterical. Weeping and
crying, "My son is no criminal,"
she approached the bench.
Guards restrained her, and she
struggled in their grasp. George
moved toward his mother and
was grabbed by six uniformed
and plainclothes police. Mrs.
Katsiaficas was taken from the
courtroom.
George was then handcuffed
and sentenced, and his supporters left the courtroom. His
mother was then brought before
the bench. The Judge, upon
learning her identity, asked,
"Where have you been for the
past four or five years?" He.

(Continuedfrom page 1)
obvious bias against the defense.
Rich Edelman described his
manner as "hostile," and noted
that the judge overruled motions
made by Klubock that were substantially identical to those
made by the DA. At one point,
Johnson ruled that the defense
could not try to use considerations of the defendants' intentions, but he later allowed the
DA to mention intent in his
summation. .
The jury went out at 3:30
and returned a guilty verdict at
5:15. The Judge asked the attorneys for recommendations on
sentencing; Klubock requested
suspended sentences; the DA
asked Johnson to uphold the
original sentences. Nevertheless,
accusirg the two of "utter disregard for education .,. . learned
professors'. . . and law," the
Judge doubled the original sentence.
Bohraer was sentenced first,
handcuffed, and led away to

poport '70 for combined excellence in academics and athletics.
Carol Bertozzi '70 won the
award given to the top woman
athlete, while Dave Wilson '73
and Steve Cochi '73 shared the
honors for Freshman Athlete of
the Year. DuBose Montgomery
was named Manager of the Year,
and Mike Goldman '71 copped
the award for top intramural
athlete.
Outstanding freshman
In other top student awards,
Gregory Chisholm '73 was
named Outstanding Freshman
by Tau Beta Pi. Chisholm sits on
the administration's Student
Advisory Group and is a member
of the Black Students Union.
And Campus Patrol Captain
James Oliveri won the James N
Murphy award given annually to
an Institute employee who has
won a place in the hearts of the
students.

.

castigated her as a poor moth,
then adjudged her in contemaipt
X
and sentenced her to ten daays
despite Klubock's plea for
leniency (Mr. Katsiaficas had re
tained him on the spot to defemnd i
his wife). The Judge ordered tthe,
courtroom cleared.
As soon as Mrs. Katsiafic cas
had been sentenced, efforts-weere
E
begun to free her. MIT offici Dalp
were informed of the develcup.
r
ment at once by phone, a md _
contacted the Institute's. l aw
office to arrange for legal hellp.
Assistant to the President Cc on,stantine Simonides was d lisC
.patched to the Charles Stre eet
;
Jail, where 'Mrs. Katsiaficas mu ust
serve her sentence. Meanwhi He, H
radical women who had witniesi
sed her trial were attempting to
_
arrange visits with her.
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Everything you need to box, wrap; label, tie,
seal and ship your precious belongings is in
the stationery department.

Tecb Coop Optical

PACKING SUPPLIES

~~b
NEXT TO THE POST OFFICE, LOWER LEVEL
Sunglasses, tailor-made to your prescription in the finest of
Bausch and Lomb and American optical lenses.
Quality and Service is Our Byword - Patronage Refund.
Ophthalmologists' prescriptions rifled quickly - accurately.
Excellent selection of frames for Men, Women, Children.
Office Hours: Monday - Friday, 8:50 am to 5 pm - Lunch 2-3 (Closed)
Saturday, 9:20 am to 4 pm
Phone 491-4230, ext. S0, or, from MIT, dial 81950.

'71 was named

Kraft Sheet 40 x 48
Nea Tape
Wrapping Kit Rolls
Polished India Twine
Polished White Twine
Packing Sealing Tape
Sizes 1/2 x 150. to 11/2 x 1000
Scotch Strapping Tape V/2 x 360
Jute Ball String
Luggage Tags
Coop Box 13 x 18, x 30 (4 cu. ft.)
Corrugated Cartons 18 x 14 x 12
Maxifold reinforced carton
Trelock (bicycle)
Locks

THE TECH COOP
In the MIT Student Center
84 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, Massachusetts
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Technique 1I70

to do typing of reports, term papers,
theses. Work done either at our office
or for MIT students residing in dormitories, girls supplied to work in
your room. 266-6868.

IS HERE

Relax and Divert

CAMPUS CUE

$5with option
.$10 without
1in Building 10

590 Commonwealth Ave.
(Opposite B. U. Towers)

Pocket Billiards
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chairman of the Baker Committee at last night's meeting. The
Committee is the undergraduate
governing body of the Foundation.

MAfCAMBIGW
M

WHILE RADICALS PROFLIGATE
Dropper Labs form a

Duncan Foley, Associate Professor of Economics, and William Crout, Instructor in Humanities, have received the 1970
Everett Moore Baker Award for
Outstanding Undergraduate
Teaching.
The Award, consisting of a
medal and a cash prize, is given
annually by an all-student committee to young teachers who
have shown exceptional teaching
ability and made special effort
to help undergraduates both inside and outside the classroom.
Foley and Crout were presented with the Award at a
dinner in their honor, held last
night.
The Baker Award was established as one aspect of the Baker
Memorial Foundation, established following the death of
Dean of Students Everett Moore
-Baker in an airplane crash in the
early 1950's. Baker took a lively
interest in the quality of undergraduate life, and thus one of
the first acts of the Foundation
was to establish the Awards.
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Chomsky hits new MIRV

MIT Corporation will
back GM management

the contract.
[Referring to the SABRE
the ;resident's current actions in
contract, however, Sheehan
(Continued from page 1)
Cambodia, Chomsky questioned
Committee member Andrew Gil- framework. CJAC has asked the a broad range 'of pollution,
the effectiveness of students' inchrist '71 said that the renewal Executive Committee to forward safety, and minortiy problems.
tentions to work for "peace"
was not an acceptance of a new a letter to GM requesting that
candidates this fall. He said that
MIT will assign its proxy to
contract, and thus did not vio- such an advisory committee be
only those candidates whskunlate the interim moratorium on organized in a purely advisory the GM management with exoff
cut
conditionally vow to
taking new weapons work first capacity. The letter will stress plicit directions to vote as defunds for Southeast Asian operaestablished by President Johnson that MIT considers such a corn tailed above. Among the other
tidons should be supported.
by the mittee to be in GM's long-range options available were assigning
Following the rally, SACC report and the establishment of last spring and renewedCommitits proxy directly to Nader, and
interest.
the Corporation Executive
sending representatives to tomembers met in the Student the Standing Committee on
tee last October.]
Abstention has been recom- day's annual GM shareholder
ICenter to prepare a leaflet and Special Labs chaired by Prof.
That guideline against new mended on the disposition of
There was thus no reIchart new strategy. The call for Sheehan.
work will disappear June 1 the other seven proposals that meeting.
war
of
an open meeting resulted. SACC view of the "appropriateness"
~
as the Draper divestment begins. the Project on Corporate ResIn rejecting the seven pro-I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I
-LN
Schwartz said that this means ponsibility is expected to bring posals not on the ballot, CJAC
Draper Labs will be free to "take up from the floor at the GM stated that the action, implicit in
on more dirty work." Finally, he meeting, since earlier this year, these motions would come unattacked the composition of the the SEC ruled that GM did not der the aegis of the expanded
board of trustees appointed for have to put these motions on the board and the proposed advisory
the transitional year, noting that ballot. These motions deal with committee.
$ The next issue of the Catalyst, published by the Graduate Student
__
it contains no workers or "repreCouncil, will be a special edition focusing on the Special Labs and their
sentataives of the public interPARTHENON RESTAURANT
implications. It will be distributed throughout the MIT community.
est."
Articles and comments by all parties are welcome, and should be sent
A UTHENTIC GRfEEK CUISI:NE
to 50-110 by Monday.
EXCELLENT EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN WINES
ALL KINDS OF LIQUOR
* The Student Bank facilities and Cashier's. Office in the Student
ATMOSPHERE FEATURING
HELLENIC
UNIQUE
Center will discontinue operations effective June 30, 1970. All
GREEK PARTHENON
ANCIENT
THE
30,
Students' Personal Deposits Accounts should be closed before June

(Continuedfrom page 8)

is also seeking answers on the
GM decision.
SACC member Steve
Schwartz '71 attacked the Institute's handling of the Draper
Lab. issue. He questioned 'the
matter in which MIT renewed
funding for the MIRV project
last summer, in the interim between the Pounds Commission
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OPEN EVERY DAY

1970.

11 a.m. to p.m.

ExtremelX Moderate Prices
For Reservations Call 491-9592

The MIT Chapter of.the Union of National Draft Opposition will be
accepting pledges to refuse induction by the Selective Service in
Building Seven on Tuesday, May 26, from 9 am to 5 pm. This is part of
anational campaign to collect 5 0,000 refusals of induction.

924 Mass. Ave.
(BETWEEN HARVARD AND
CENTRAL SQUARES)
i.

"Musicians for Peace," students from MIT, Harvard and elsewhere,
will present a performance of The German Reguiem by Brahms,
Monday, May 25, 8:30 pm at Sanders Theatre (Harvard). Admission
free.
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"We find our institutions
caught in a savage
crossfire between
uncritical lovers and
unloving critics."

$ There will be an informal Inauguratioln party of the International
Students Council Lounge fi Walker 210 on Friday, May 22, at 8:00
pm.
* Volunteers are being accepted to help for the summer at a
Black-owned cooperative farm in Southwest Georgia. More information
may be obtained by attending a discussion at the Cambridge Institute,
56 Boylston St., first floor, Monday, May 25 at 7:30 pm or by calling
Mr. Perry at 547-9695 or Dave Levin at 547-5888.

John W. Gardner

A new high school affiliated with MIT is opening this fall in
Cambridge. This school will be an educational experience which will
relate the student more closely to his learning environment.
The help of MIT undergraduates, grad students, and professors is
needed; these people and community volunteers will provide the actual
staff.
Anyone who would like to contribute to this school should send a
note explaining his interests and how lhe can be contacted to The New
High School, Room W20467, MIT Student Center.
*

The Tech wishes to announce that, as of 10 pm Thursday, May 21,
1970, it is in Daily Reamer mode until the end of the term. The Daily
Reamer will appear on Tuesday, May 26, 1970.
*

__-
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The former Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare,of the Kennedy administration, sums up his visions
and ours as he calls for a sane awakening to social
renewal. He asks us to face "the hard, long, exciting
task of building a new America."
"Our problem is not to find better values but to be
faithful to those we profess," Gardner says.
And on the obligations of leadership, he gets to the
heart of the matter: "Their duty is to teach, criticize,
reform, persuade and push-but not with contempt."
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the city of Boston ina restaurant
so regal the Charles is known
as our moat
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Two banned from MIT
for'intolerable' conduct
(Continuedfrom page 5)
hearings were taking place; Bohmer and Murray were allegedly
of primary importance in the
initiation of a scuffle in which
they struck Associate Provost
Paul E. Gray and Dean Benson
Snyder. Bohmer also lunged at
the door to the floor, forcing it
open so that unauthorized persons could enter.
Ban contemplated earlier
Dean Nyhart said that the
activities of the two go back as
far as the November Actions,
and include the disruption of
faculty meeting and disciplinary
hearings, and responsibility for
misuse of Student Center facilities by Cambridge youths. Examples Nyhart gave from the
occupation of the President's office were Murray's telling an
administration officer "I'll crush
your head!" and spitting in an
officer's face.
Wynne commented that "Our
threshhold of tolerance has been
very high," and-that they had
refrained from the expulsion after an incident several months

ago. Nyhart reported that the
action "was contemplated as
early as mid-winter ... I knew
personally that Murray was
warned."
(The incident referred to involve the presence of several
Cambridge youths in the game
room of the Student Center,
which led to two rough verbal
exchanges between Murray and a
Campus Patrolman.)
Last straw
The incident Tuesday night
crystallized the feeling that such
disruptions could not be allowed
to continue. The decision was
made by "a group of senior
administration officers, with the
President's concurrence," according to Wynne. The principle
behind the action, he said, was
that the continued disruption of
MIT functions by these particular non-MIT personnel had
continued despite warnings;
since the Institute has no internal means of redress against outsiders, it served official legal
notice of exclusion from the
campus.

By John Kavazanjian
"Since I've been here, we've
tried to keep this place as open
as possible." This philosophy is
part of the character of the
Athletic Department's chief dispenser of barlm, philosophy, and
psychology and the chief guru of
normal and hypochondriacal
jocks alike, trainer Jimmy Lester.
For the past 17 years, Jimmy
has adminsistered to the aches
and pains, cuts and bruises of
anyone needing his services.
"Theoretically," he says, "who's
to say what this includes." Students, Faculty, employees, campus patrolmen, trackmen from
Cambridge high schools, and
once even a. Cambridge City
Policeman, are among those who
have come to the Trainers room
for aid. "The Cambridge cop was
a friend through a mutual friend
and was having some trouble. He
was in the area and dropped in."
Jimmy started out with the
idea of majoring in physical education and becoming a gym-

292,000 GM shares owned by such projects. He criticized the
makeup of the new Draper Lab
MIT.
SACC members Jim Steele board since it did not include
and Jerry Meldon, both grad representatives of the Lab workstudents, presented a letter call- ers.
ing for the meeting to the ChairChomsky further stated that
man's office yesterday after- he had always been more opnoon. The letter was also signed posed to the work in the Lincoln
Lab than to that in the Draper
by three editors of The Tech.
· Earlier in the day, speaking Lab, asserting that the former
before a SACC-sponsored noon- was involved in "countertime rally on the Student Center insurgency" work.
Noting that there was little
steps, Prof. Noam Chomsky dethe
Congress could do to halt
clared that the "movement" at
*
(Please turn to page 7)
MIT should not be satisfied with
President Johnson's decision on
the Special Laboratories.
Although noting that the
divestment of the Draper Laboratory did have its advantageous
aspects, Chomsky instead emphasized that the President sim- FIN CLASS SAILBOAT with trailer
for sale, $1000; or summer charter
ply created a shield for the $300 plus insurance. Fully equipped
Laboratory so that it might con- for racing. Call Francis Harper,
tinue its war-related work un- 631-4237, Marblehead.
hampered by those who oppose

R
· EWARD.
On May 14 three brass rats, including the 1972 prototype,
were taken from the '72 Ring Boot.

This has cost the class

their replacement, inconvenience to those who still wish to
order and probably a delivery delay.
A reward is offered for the return of the prototype 1972
brass rat.
Please contact Sandy Wiener, Ring Chairwoman
x5961 McCormick
:,

"Bravoe! A mind-bending
sparkler, shockingly brilliant."
-Cosmopolitan

loving people to share our 71/2 furnished rooms until September 1. 1
bedroom, $75; 2 bedrooms, $140; 3
bedrooms, $190. Near BU, Brookline. Live as friends, not as strangers.
Call Ron: 277-3058.
Maine Summer Cottages forRent In
foothills of the White Mts., secluded,
all conveniences, fireplaces, sandy
beach. Special rates, for honeymooners. Reserve -now. Write Bear Mt.
Village, Box M, South Waterford,
Maine 04081 or 207-583-2541.
DON'T SCRAMBLE for an apartment. S&S REALTY has over 100
for singles and groups. Call 536-0730
or see us at 906 Beacon St. Boston.
We are open evenings and weekends
for your convenience.
100 MEMORIAL DRIVE: Do you
have an apartment'there? Do you
plan, to terminate your lease in the
next 6 months? If so, don't terminate
your lease; SUBLET it to me for the
next 2 years. I will pay you the 2
years rent in advance (hence no risk
to you) plus an additional $500 for
your effort. Call collect 201-76840916.

Old typewriters - 3 Smith-Corona, 1
Underwood - $5 or best offer. Contact The Tech, 876-5855 or x 2731.
x___

SUMMER SUBLET large furnished

6-room apartment in Belmont near
MBTA yard garage, adults $190
489-1268
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nastics coach. In working with
people, he found that the mental
health aspect of the person was
interesting as the physical health
aspect. A trainer or a physiotheripist deals with these phases
of health. "A physiotherapist
works with people who are already in need of help while as a
trainer, you are working with
people who are basically healthy
to start with." In '52-'53 he was
the trainer up at Harvard; this

a'

he must know its structure in
detail;--"I couldn't tell you the
names of all of the ligaments off
hand in the knee, but I know
their locations and how they
act." As far as his relation to
doctors, he works closely in
post-operative and other types
of care and treatment. For i.n
stance, after a knee cartilage
operation on one student, the
surgeon involved treated and
watched the patient three weeks
and then greeted him with, "OK, I
now you're ready for Jimmy
Lester's ministrations."

After treatment for some
time, the athlete gets to trust the
trainer as he would a doctor.
Trust is an important element,
especially in sports where many
times the pain far outweighs the
actual injury. "A lot of times, a
fellow on an athletic team out
there in a game doesn't really
want to be there and he might
tend to over-emphasize his inwas followed by one summer jury."
traveling with the Boston Red
Running such a training room
Sox. "It was fun, but you get
operation
with whirlpools, heattired of living out of a suitcase."
lamps,
tapings,
ace . bandage
In the following fall, he became
wrappings
and
other
various
MIT's second trainer. "The traintreatments
is
not
really
a one
er before me was old Doc. Doc
man
job.
On
and
off
for
the
last
was put into the job of track
six
years
there
has
been
an
asteam trainer by Colonel Briggs
back in 1910 and stayed there sistant trainer. Bob, the assistant
for 42 years." Jimmy completed trainer for the last two years, is a
his requirements for a bachelors part time student at Northdegree in education from.'BU in eastern. As a student at Belmont
High School, he was trainer for
1960-61.
As a trainer, he is at times the football team in his junior
called on to apply his knowledge and senior years.
of the body in more detail than
Despite the crazy hours and
a doctor, but at no time does his weekend schedules, Jimmy is obpractice infringe on that of med- viously someone who enjoys his
icine.
job, and he does a good job-ask
In his own way, a trainer is a anyone he's treated, or if your
special; in certain areas suscept- old war injury acts up again, find
ible to injury, such as the knee, him out for yourself.
!
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Jimnmy Lester

SACC seeks open meeting
By Bruce Schwartz
and Bob Dennis
Claiming that MIRV work in
the Draper Laboratories is part
of an effect aimed at developing
an American first-strike capability, SACC has called upon Corporation Chairman James Killian
and President Howard Johnson
to convene "an open MIT community meeting" next Tuesday.
The purpose of the meeting is
to allow them to answer "questions directed to them from the
MIT community." In calling for
the meeting, SACC members
cited the "rather secretive nature
of recent decisions made by the
MIT administration and the MIT
Corporation," referring to the
D-Lab divestment decision and
the Corporation Executive Committee decision to support the
General Motors management rather than the Project on Corporate Responsibility in voting

t

Sports Stlight

St.

Teatre

Save $10,000 on our complete used

equipment department. Start your
own business and immediately regret
it. $45,000 buys everything.

Scott LT112B transistorized FM
stered tuner. $139. Very sensitive. 30
Day Warranty.

famous deck in excellent condition,

I
A
KLH
27 70 watt AM-FM Stereo
Ireceiver in excellent condition .. $320
now. 6 mo. warrant .y.
I
new-$229

$550 new, now only $279. Six
Month Warranty.

ISony

landberg 64X Demo Unit of their

Tandberg 1241X almost new 2 head
machine with built-in amplifiers and
speakers in walnut case, new $485
now $279. Six month warranty.
McIntosh MR-71 stereo tuner, a lot
of people think this is the best tuner
ever made - f'id out yoursdlf for
with walnut case; $430 new.
Six month warranty.

TC-540 portable stereo tape

Irecorder. $400 new, now $279 in
Iperfect condition with six month
Iwarranty.

Ampex 970 portable three head tape
machine - a real classic, still working
fine. $750 new, now $229.
Gentle Arthur's Used Dept. At Audio
Lab, 16 Eliot St., Cambridge.
49140930. Guarantees from 30 days
to one year. Clip this ad for ridicu- . e
lously small discount.
I

a

I

We've licked our rodent problem. 5
slightly used mousetraps, some with
cheese - $!.00

I

Fisher 600 Plus 110 watt FM stereo
receiver in good shape with walnut
enclosure $420 new, now only $269
with 30 day warranty.

-

One used pound scale - from our
shipping department. Fine for weed.
Be safe, don't be sorry - $5.00

.

Heathkit stereo radio two pieces
$120 new as kit, $60 now wired,
sounds quite good.

K

.Dyna PAS 3X- Factory wired and
almost new $75, thirty day warranty.

Sony TA1120 120 watt (RMS) transistorized integrated arnplifier, $400
new, now $299 with six month warranty.
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Custom made power multiplier for all
stereo amps - boosts output up to
1000 times - 99c.

Gentle Artliurs Used Dept. at Audio
Lab, 16 Eliot Street, Cambridge.
491-0930. Guarantees from 30 days Fisher FM 200B Fm stereo tuner.
to I year. Clip this ad for ridiculously Very good unit, $165 with walnut
case and 30 day warranty.
small discount.
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Correction

The verdicts in last week's trial of graduate
students Jon Kabat and Charles Cole were incorrectly reported in last Friday's issue.
Kabat was found not guilty of possession of
marijuana, while Cole was not charged at all for
that offense.
Both were found guilty of being rude and
disorderly persons; that case is now being appealed.
On a third charge, of disrupting a schoolstemming from the students' attempt to canvass
Cambridge High and Latin-they were found not
guilty.
The Tech -regrets the error.
The format of this supplement was necessitated
by the printer's press setup. The Tech will resume
its regular twice-weekly publication schedule next
fall.
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By Ishmael Eggplant
President Richard M. Nixon
went on television at 4:30 this
morning to announce to a sleeping nation that he had given the
go-ahead to "Operation Just
Peace," a drive to capture Hanoi,
the capital city of North Vietnam.
In announcing the move, Nixon said he could not divulge the
number of troops involved for
"security reasons." "However,"
he continued, "it 1oes not exceed

100,000

men,

and

dential statement. Shortly after
Nixon and Agnew left the Wlhite
House in armored limousines,
however, students throughout
the country awoke to the sound
of breaking glass and fire alarms.
In Boston, fraternity students
at BU doused the Administration Building with beer and set it
ablaze. Northeastern announced
a block party.
Students at Harvard organized into roving bands which
burned the ROTC building, the

Hanoi Institute to close

CFIA, the Administration Offices, Harvard Trust's Harvard
Square branch, and Holyoke
Center. 5,000 National Guardsmen with sheathed bayonets arrived at 7:00 am when riot
police proved incapable of quelling the rioters, many of whom
seemed to have developed tolerance to CN and CS gas. Reports
from Harvard Square indicated
that many Guardsmen had defected to the demonstrators.
'Please turn to page 2)

By Falax Markupski
and Glib Snail
President Howard Weasly
Johnson stunned yesterday's faculty meeting with the announcement that the Executive Committee of the MIT Corporation
had "determined that the best
interests of the future of the
Institute dictated that an Lmnmediate end to undergraduate
education is necessary for MIT
to successfully continue its appointed tasks in society."

all

American ground forces will be
withdrawn from the North-let
me make this perfectly clear-before June 31."
"For many years," he said,
"the enemy has .been'using this
territory as a privileged sanctuary from which to attack our
forces while we attempted to
conduct a process of gradual
withdrawal. These attacks have
been endangering the safety of
our brave young men while Vietnamization 'has been taking
place. I cannot countenance the
continued loss of Amencan life.
Therefore I, in consultation with
our finest military strategists,
have decided to give General
Abrams the full degree of freedom he requires to bring about a
peaceful and lasting settlement
of the Southeast Asian situa-

i

i

I

tion."

The President was unavailable
for further comment.
Inconvenience to users
All telephone contact with
Washington D.C. ceased at approximately 6:00 am. A Bell
Telephone spokesman regretted
the inconvenience to telephone
users, and .said that he hoped
Telco facilities would be restored shortly.
American troops crossed the
Demilitarized Zone at 3:00 am
EDT, accompanied by 50,000
APRVN Rangers and a token battalian from the Cambodian army. The invasion was preceded
by air action conducted by 150
American B-532 bombers.
There has been no official
reaction from Peking, but the
French Press correspondent-.in
Laos reports that Chinese troops
are massing near the Vietnamese
border.
Agnew speaks
Nixon was followed on the
air by Vice President Spiro Agnew, who announced that he
would not be "the first Amerlcan Vice President to be humiliated by defeat." Agnew warned
that "there might be certain
nihilistic, heteroplaegic snobs in
our society who would counsel
the way of versimilitude at this,
an hour when your President
asks for your understanding,
but, more important, your total
support. We should think no
more of eliminating these undesirable elements from the American race than we would think
before removing rotten apples
from a pig's mouth."

Tho Massachusetts Institute of Technology gleams like some fairy kingdom in this view of what
Fortune describes as "a unique educational venture." The Corporation Executive Committee of
MIT decided this week to eliminate undergraduate education.

Jo nsonis son in drug bust
By Deep Pile
Howard Weasley Johnson Jr.and his mother, Mrs. Eleganza
Johnson, went to jail yesterday.
They are, respectively, son and
wife of Howard Weasley Johnson, President of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Johnson Jr. received a sentence of two months in the
Billerica Correctional Institute
for the Possession of Marijuana.
His mother was sent to the
Charles Street Jail for 10 days
when Judge Carl LaFong found
her in contempt.
The sentences came at the
conclusion of a two-day trial in.
Middlesex Superior - Position,
Lowell. Young Johnson had previously been convicted of possession by Judge Craven Porker in
Middlesex. Third D-istrict Court
on April 23. The conviction
stemmed from charges lodged- by
MIT 'Campus Patrol Captain
James T. Oliverini when the
prodigal son occupied the offices
of the President and the Chairman of the Corporation, James
Rind Killlum, in an abnormal
state of consciousness last Jan-

Student response
State police, National Guardsmen, and Marines acting as advisors have been activated near
major colleges and universities,
but reports so far indicate only
moderate action.
Few students were awake at
4:30 this morning for the PresiI

1

There was an anguished reaction from the faculty, who had
come to the meeting prepared to
deal with the CEP resolution on
revising undergraduate degree requirements to a minimal four
quarters of physical education
plus eight semesters of humanities.
Profound change
In a press conference called
after the adjournment, Johnson
told reporters that "this day
marks a profound change in the
course of the Institute but was
necessary to preserve the jobs of
many MIT employees and to
keep the functioning of the Institute in line with the stated
I policies of the MIT Corporation."
Late into the night administration officials declined the meI
dia's frantic pleas for additional
information, save for Constantine B. Slimeonides cryptic
"Were it true, it could mean
profound changes; were it false,
it would be a lie; but as it is, I
can only say 'no comment.' "
i
Asked to illuminate Slimeonides' response, Johnson stifled a
frown and denied reports that he
had "muzzled" his assistant.
Student reaction
i
The General Assembly was
called into emergency session to
pass demands and resolutions
described as "ineffective and impotent" by sponsor§, but officers could not muster a quorum.
Reached for comment, UAVP
Steve Airman replied, "no comment." UAP Well Idlemen,
meanwhile, swore to reporters
that no one would deprive him
of his constituency and rushed
off to organize a "demand-in" at
the President's house.
Financial considerations seem
to underlie MIT's divestment decision. Led by Ergo, right-wing
students in ever-increasing numbers have refused to pay next
year's tuition unless assured that
MIT will no longer surrender
("run up the white albatross," as
one particularly articulate writer
put it) to "mob demands."
Leaders of the move had promised a human wave assault on the
Treasurer's office if they were
"double-crossed."

Rice is nice
At the other end of the political dumbbell, RLSDS announced plans prior to the faculty
meeting to force the "communization" of MIT. Pete Bummer
pledged that his group's 2,000
The son of MIT President Howard Weasly Johnson as he was supporters would have rice growdiscovered in the 'offices of 'the President, his consciousness ing in the halls of J3uilding Seven
expanded beyond all recognition.
"before the month was out."
I Asked how the earnings from a
rice plantation could sustain the
camepain0
large leafletting efforts planned,
Bummer replied "no comment"
and disappeared into a tactics
meeting.
As of press time, the administration
has maintained its siBy Clark Kent and Rex Begonia had been "odious by a margin of
lence.
However,
it wras reported
four to one" but refused further
Special to the Daily Reamer
to
the
Daily
Reamner
by usually
The arrival of thousands of comment.
unreliable
sources
that
Howard
The six members of the Presiturds in Washington will not
uary.
Johnson
is
in
Detroit
negotiating
alter the Nixon Administration's dential Security Squad assigned
Prodigal son
foreign policies, Presidential to search packages for bombs with the General Motors- Board
Johnson Jr. thad just returned Press 'Secretary Ronald Ziegler have walked off their jobs and of Directors on their offer of the
from Andover Academy after announced today. An unknown are expected to issue a statement GM presidency. The same source
indicates that the MIT Corporaflunking out. Arriving at his number of turds wrapped in later today.
tion choice as Johnson's succesExcremental demonstration
home' at 111 Memorial Drive in brown paper wrappers have been
The White House is surround- sor will be Prof. Crotchrot Kraut
Cambridge, he was told by the received by mail at the White
President's valet, Constantine B. House during the past week. ed by a wall of latrines and the of the mathematics department.
'(Please turn to page 4)
Ziegler admitted that the mail
(Pleaseturn to page 3)
{Please turn to page 2}
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Aw, gee
While the Reamer cannot condone the recent
actions of several individuals, it does deplore the
least constructive action this campus has seen in a
long time.
It will probably be necessary in the future to
draw firmly lines which have heretofore been
fuzzy, to delineate the ways in which rights have
been violated with increasing frequency. Despite
all the verbiage and palaver, the community as a
whole must participate in a significant influx of
concerned people who would like to do something
relevant to make the Institute a more reasonable
place. If the strident body is ever to be considered
as an integral part of the MIT community, it must
adhere to a little chunk of what is wrong with
society, a small thickness of the shell of rationality
that is their very own to dump on.
A man with no opinions or passions would be
some variety of garden vegetable, so naturally
complete success is impossible, but one must not
try on that account. True, much has been written
about the existing machinery, the over-all decision
making process at the Institute. This will no longer
do. Yet attempting even to discuss the problem
can be an extremely frustrating experience amplified by the fact that there is no feedback, though
charges of bias have been noted, along with other
responses of an impulsive and transient nature..
Divestment and a continuation of the status
quo: in both cases, even though entirely different

The next morning, as he testified in court on April 23 and
yesterday, President Johnson entered his office to discover the
inert form of his son. Not recognizing the young man, he immediately called the Campus Patrol. The youth had defaced
several works of art in the style
of "socialist realism" belonging
to the Chairman. Captain Oliverini testified that Johnson Jr. was
found "lying on the carpet in
the President's office, I believe
the expression is 'stoned out of
his gourd.' I confiscated a small
pipe of the type used by opium
addicts.'"
Oliverini notified the Cambridge police, who conducted a
"pin-point bust" with the assistance of 250 members of Boston's Tactical Patrol Force.
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mind-sets are involved, the utter bankruptcy, the
need for thorough reforms, the convergence of
opinion at this time, makes it necessary that
members of the community, such as it is, participate in this reassessment lest they find the
framework within which they are working changed
by others. This is not a threat, it is a statement of
fact.
The-public at large, and particularly Nixon's
constituency, will not be able to differentiate
among the different tactics, nor collect inputs for
their deliberations. This is good. We in the student
movement are now in the enviable but understandable quandriy of asking ourselves, "What now?"
Stopgaps implemented virtually by executive
decision just will not do any longer. We must build
a "critical mass" of concern which, hopefully, will
snowball, yielding a net benefit of sizeable proportions.
Is this right? Does it matter? Quick and dirty
solutions can only misrepresent a large consensus
among us. On the other hand, living in a sealed
politico-technological pressure-cooker certainly
will not take the heat off.
MIT is served best in the long haul by those
who serve well. No-one will condone howitzers in
10-250.
The Reamer applauds, but with grave'reservations, this undertaking. There need be no more
confusion about sentiment on this matter.

formed policemen then subdued
her. She waslater treated at
Massachusetts General Hospital.
Filthy Andover
Judge LaFong cleared the
courtroom and ordered Mrs.
Johnson
brought -before the
bench. Upon learning her identity, he castigated her for having
"failed to bring up your boy'
properly. Andover! How could
you have sent himrn to Andover?
Filthy!" He then sentenced her

-i
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Prodigal son, Mom jailed
(Continuedfrom page 1)
Slimeonides to "use the servants'
entrance. " In disgust, the youth
left.

-------r .....
i

i

to ten days in the Charles Street
Jail for contempt.
The President, who had -been
at her side until her outburst,
cornported himself in his usual
calm, assured manner. Surreptitiously slipping a C-note to Sullyvan, Johnson retained him-on
the spot to detent his wife.
Later, Slimeonides and Nyhard
were dispatched to the Charles
Street Jail with a thermnnos of
chicken soup.
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Hanoi drive sparks riot,
trauma, takeover, talk
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(Continuedfrom page 1)

i

Nixon Announcement of "OperThe MIT Moratoriumra Com- ation Just Peace" and the disto the camera, stripping, and press crews and staff of STI
mittee announced the inaugera- closure that the Massachusetts
Publishing; which long-suffering souls waited anxiously for
tion of a letter-writing campaign Institute of Technology was
to the Canadian government, eliminating education from its
this goat for over 26 hours ...
~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
seeking immigration papers. range of activities, the Dow
Plans were also announced for a Jones Industrial Average fell 107
Thanks from the staff of The Daily Reamer.
Beaten in station
global computer network to link points in the first fifteen minAt his trial on April 23, resistance groups throughout the utes of trading to 502.34. Two
.~
young Johnson claimed that he world. To this end, the Morator- hours later, the SEC announced
had been beaten by police in the ium Committee joined - forces that trading on all issues was to
station after his' arrest. Judge with RLSDS, MITSDS, and the be suspende d as the Market avera
Porker refused to hear any testi- Student Information Processing age reached 237.32-the lowest
mony on the subject, saying "it Board in a coalition which average in recorded history. Of
t
has no bearing on this case." marched to the MIT Computa- all shares traded on the exJohnson was found guilty and tion Center at 6:00 am, this change, only one registered a
sentenced to one month in Bil- morning under a banner reading gain-Dropper Laboratories Ltd.,
lerica and a $ 5 0 fine.
"Seize the Time-Sharing! Share a new issue, was up 17 points.
a.
J
Johnson's lawyer, Bob Sully- the Time Seizing!" and occupied Similar circumstances forced the.
vin, appealed the sentence to a the building.
close of AMEX and other minor
jury trial which commenced yesYouthful messiah Albert A. exchanges.
terday in Judge LaFong's court- Michael was given a standing
room. The jury required ten ovation when he entered Kresge
m
t1=
minutes to return a guilty ver- Auditorium at 6:30 to address a
a_
V
dict. LaFong doubled the origi- packed hall. Dean Nyhard, wearX
.
nal sentence, because, he said, ing a red armband, greated him
"this young man has no respect with "looks like we're in this
w
for law, no respect for academic one together." Albert answered
R
freedom, no respect for his pro- with a casual nod of his M-14
v
fessors, no respect for socialist barrel.
realism, and no respect for priThe New York Stock ExM-vate property. Perhaps a sen- change was today forced to susm
tence will set him straight, or at pend trading indefinitely in the
EL
least give him time to work off wake of the biggest crash since
i.
his incompletes at Andover.'
__
the founding of the Market.
Muffler scuffle
Strongly affected by both the
X
i
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Pandemonium broke loose
or
after the sentencing. Mrs. John- 1-Open 8:00 to 5:30
354-6165
son, who had been sitting in the
third row knitting a muffler-for
Dean Nyhard, became hysterical
and broke into tears. She rose
"for that well-groomed look"
and made for the judge's dais,
weeping "'My boy is no crimi- 545 Tech Square
nal!" Two plainclothesmen at(opposite garage
ia
tempted to restrain her but tripits.
M. s:||.
?A:",.e*t
a a
Slme(ssm-wQ
SH
L T hedr
-M
behind East Campus)
ped over the muffler. 12 uni- Serving Techmen for over 35 years
ii
. .

f_
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LIGHTER/STOVE/HEATER.
Lights charcoal in 90 seconds, cooking ready in 6 min.
using 1/pc paper. No lighter fluids used. Steak and burgers
in 20 min.::

Stainless Steel $8.95 Ppd.

Corris Girls Available
to do typing of reports, term papers,
theses. Work done either at our office
or for MIT students residing in dormitories, girls supplied to work in
your-room 266-6868.

Aluminized Steel $4.95 Ppd.

Gift mailed or to you.

8 to 5:30

:

AUTO FIRE, P.O. Box 487

($1.00 off to students and teachers.)
I-

v Savins

491-9189

I

__=_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

porfio of evry
man and woman.

~porary

This assures continuity of
protection, nou.....r what
health condition might develop.
Another reason why is
that although Massachusetts
Savings Bank Life Ilsurance
is available only to people
who' live or work in Massachusetts,, you can keep any
amount you own at the same
low premiums even if you
should leave the state.
To learn more about the
many kinds of SAVINGS
BAN K LIF E INSURANCE,
visit our bank and ask for
a free copy of the informative SBLI FACTS booklet.
While you're there, we'll be
pleased to answer any qaestions you may have about
SBLI. And you don't have
to be a depositor or custom-

er of the bank to receive
this service
*Average net annual payment for 5
years, based on 1969 Savings Bankl
Life !nsurmcc dividend scale.

S.B. LI IS. 4TH IN THE i
AMOUNT OF ORDINARY
LIFE INSURANCE IN FORCE
IN IMASSACHUSETTS OF
APPROXIMIATELY O140 LIFE
INSUoRANCE COMPANIES
LICEMSED IN THE STATE.
--·---
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CAMBRIP
LIFE I'
... Right in

-

t_LIFE INSURANCE
. . __

.'ORT SAVINGS BANK
ANCE DEPARTMENT
E Square, Cnambridge, Mas.

=
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864-5271
=
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ELIECTRICAL ENGINEERS

bage, he reassuringly explained.
Herewith, the review:
The bill of fare being offered
at Twenty Pisspots; opening at
the MIT Student Center at2 pm
and closing at 1 am, leaves this
reviewer with a bad taste in the

mouth.
Particularly repulsive is the
performance of Pete White '72
as Sandwich Maker. Mr. White
has previously appeared briefly
as Night Editor in the production of The Tech (still playing in
Cambridge), and is currently
moonlighting as The President,
sponsored by MIT's Class of
1972. He should therefore have
a reasonable amount of acting
exp.,ience, but we found his
Turkey unappetizing, his Roast
Beef tasteless, and his Ham unstomachable. In all. fairness to
Mr. White, it should be said that,
in the past, the roll of Sandwich
Maker was considerably meatier.
But then, all of Twenty Pisspots has gone plastic recently.
Perhaps worst off is Hamburger;
due to illness, its part has been
taken over by several unsatisfying substitutes.
We also found the lighting
and accoustics less than desirable. Those with jaded palates will
not be pleased; those without
may find their palates jaded
when they leave.

-

Only your Mutual Swings Bank offers you Savings Accounts, Mortgage Loans. and Savings Banik Life Insurance-

a

By Bigelow Rug
The following review was not
going to be printed. It was written on a bleak evening when my
only company was a turkey
I sandwich whose contents drooped from between the slices of
rye like a tongue from the
mouth of a sick dog.
I had, since then, mellowed,
and, until last night, looked
upon the Pisspots as an undertaker might look upon a corpse
-with distaste, but with need.
I
Last night, I ordered a hot
fudge sundae. It looked promising when the soda jerk placed
two large balls of ice cream in
the cup, and liberally dribbled
fudge upon them. Then he noticed that the whipped cream
was missing. After five minutes
of search, he handed me the
concoction, the ice cream now
melted, the fudge rubbery.
I refused to pay full price.
The cashier told me to fuck off.
I swore to destroy Twenty Pisspots in the Reamer. He asked me
if I knew who he was. I told him
I didn't care. (I don't know who
he is.)
At this point, the soda jerk
announced that he had recovered the whipped cream.
I handed him the ruins of the
sundae. He sprayed it with greyish foam. Somebody had thrown
the whipped cream in the gar-

Bank Life Insurance

in te
Savings Bank Life Insurance is America's lowest
cost life insurance for all
Ordinary Life, Endowment,
and Renewable Term. That's
one reason why.
For example, under the
SBLI 5yearRenewableTerm
Plan, a inan of 40 can bay
$25,000 in Savings Bank
Life Insurance for less than
$100 a year*;.(at age 25, the
cost is less th..n $75 a
year.*) This makes it possible to provide extra protection---at lowest costat a time when families need
it-most. In addition, an
SBLI- 5 year term policy is
automatically renewable and
convertible to any one of
several permanent policies
up to age 65, without additional medical examination.

20 Pisspots

KENDALL BUILDING
238 MAIN STREET
MONDAY THROUGH FKIDAY

Corinth, Miss. 38834
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KENDALL BARBER SHOP

One day,service.
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Wash. befouled by turds
(Continuedfrom page 1)

President is-reportedly in isolation behind closed windows
watching football. Federal
troops hav-e begun digging a
L trench around the White House
in anticipation of demonstrations planned by the Excremental Committee to End the War,
which has asked for "a massive
influx of asses into the capitol."
One hundred thousand students
are expected to participate.
The Committee is a loose
collection of young people who
last week announced their intention to "start the shit" and
began placing advertisements in
newspapers across the nation
which included instructions for
the manufacture of prosthetic
turds.
On the line
In Washington, the Post Office announced that it was
powerless to take legal action
against turd mailers unless the
turds were alive or aroused the
prurient interest of postal inspectors. However, the President's rider on a Civil Rights bill

prohibiting "Crossing a State
Line with Intent to Defecate" is
expected to clear committee in
the Senate today or tomorrow.
Yippie leader Abbie Hoffman
threatened in Boston to "lay it
on the line" if the bill passed
and became law.
Across the nation, police narcotics agents raided underground
laboratories producing "synthetic camel dung." In New
York's East Village, an explosion
destroyed a Weatherman bomb
factory. Police theorize that revolutionaries were manufacturing explosive turds when one of
them went off when dropped.
The bodies of three Weathermen
were found buried in shit.
MIT movement
The extent of the movement
at MIT is unknown. The Coop,
however, reported the disappearance of an abnormal number of
boxes and the depletion of the
stock of Coop Crates. At the
Institute, Assistant to the President Constantine B. Slimeonides
declined comment.

lBi

Now that we've gone independent, we at Dropper,
free from the restrictions imposed by being part-ofa Great Eastern University, are-moving - and
moving-fast. And that means opportunity- for
you.

We're growing. Tackling new projects. More projects. That means we need more people. Trained,
intelligent, creative and industrious -people people like you.
We at Dropper think of ourselves as having a
mission'. We're' a national asset, with an annual
budget of over $58 million, and it's growing all the
time. We develop prototypes of guidance systems,
for aerospace, for industry, for defense. We help
keep America strong and safe.

Fr-ee movie!

I

Foradditionalinformratione.call LSC

When you come to Dropper, you're not just
another white collar - you're part of a team; part
of a family. Our founder, world famous gyro Dr.
Charles Stick Dropper, will greet you personally
when you come -into our employ, and "Doc's"
autograph will adorn your very first paycheck.

I~~~~~~~~~
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"Horrendous Entertainment" - Pubick Occurences
"No redeeming qualities whatsoever" - Boston Glob
"An unmitigated boar" -Herald Travesty

Dropper is APOLLO, MIRV, NASA, SABRE,
ABM, VTOL, and the new Civil Disturbance
Cobol System (CDCS), and much more.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology, in conspiracy with the
United States Government,

Dropper -is for whenever and wherever better
control systems are needed.

brazenly presents

Dan & Faith
& Ken & Alice

3pportunity...

-,

1h

For example, we're the people who developed the
guidance system for the Navy's POLARIS missile.
We also provided the instrumentation that got
APOLLO to the moon -and'back.

A story of sex and intrigue in the Dean's office

,2~IOPPERc~-

A

B~OPPER LABS, LTD.

A WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARY'

L

Continuousshtowings

No parkingavailable
This picture is rated XXX, Radiation Hazard. No one admitted without
leadshielding.

OF THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Dropper Labs is an Equal Oiportunity Deployer
.

i
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''ute Theatre
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge
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NIew T1ute to rise from MIT ashes
New MIT
levance," while others scrambled
A statement issued after the
to be first in line at the unemconference describes the group's
At present, these reports are. ployment office tomorrow.
plans: "The elim-ination of unThe
decision
to
eliminate
ununconfirmed. __
dergraduate education from the dergraduates from the communiFaculty comment
Institute has caused at least one ty of the Massachusetts Institute
Faculty reaction is still diffi- positive reaction from former of Technology and new-legalizacult to guage. Especially hard hit faculty members released by the tion of marihuana in Canada
would .be the aeronautical engin- decision. Prof. David Maryland, have prompted our group to
eering professors, shielded until formerly of -the biology depart- accept the kind offer of funding
now from the outside world's ment, and a group of about 75 from ,the Province of Manitoba
plummeting- demand for their other junior faculty members and we will shortly begin the
talents. Several faculty members held a press conference to an- process of organizing a new M{IT
have approached the Movement nounce their plans for a new (Manitoba Institute of Technolowith pleas for instruction in "re- educational institution.
-gy) in a land where both mind
(Continuedfrom page 1)
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and knowledge, as well as the
campus size, wil be permitted
almost limitless expansion."
Maryland and his group indicated to the press that al present MIT undergraduates will be
automatically admitted to the
new MIT to be located 'in the
city of New Cambridge, as yet
little more than a quaint -tourist
area on the Pierre River. Tuition
at the new Institute will be $250
per year with the remainder of
the funding from industrial contracts.
--

---

Photo by Vickd Haoliburtonr
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Prurient interest. Can you dig it?

- -

--- --SL-

It's so simple! Just find a turd, or, if you live in a
neighborhood without canine brothers and sisters,
follow our simple recipe. (Road apples and cow pies
are discouraged as these animals do not-eat meat.)
Then put it in a shoeboox, seal it airtight with
cellophane or Saran Wrap, and send it to:

Send

a

Richard M. Nixon
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
.

Washington.D.C.

-

Home Cooked Turds
(Just like Mother used to make)
Icing:

the

2 Family Size jars Vaseline (KY jelly for those in our Armed
Forces)

Presiden

I/2 cup brown confectioner's sugar

1 tsp. brown food coloring
I egg
Place vaseline, sugar, food coloring, and white of one egg
in mixing bowl and beat well.

Send your typewriter on a
sumnrer budget vacation.

Turds:
15 stalks broccoli
1/2 CUp Hollandaise sauce
-1 oz. butyric acid
I cake y~east
2 oz. excelsior (pencil sharpener shavings)
I package gelatin
I tablespoon butter or, shortening
oblate jello mold

Leave your typewriter at the Coop during the
summer vacation season and let us service it
for you.
Leave it at the close of school in June and pick
it up at'the start of summer school.
Or, all summer and pick it up in September.
Or, during your vacation.
There will-be no charge for storage when machirne is in for repair. You pay only for the work
done. And you may pay or charge for the service when you pick it up.

Start the Shit!
Power to the Feces!

Special Summer Repair & Storage Prices

The Excremental Committee
to End the War

MANUAI PORTABLE TYPEwRITERS
Job #3 Chemically clean, oil
and adjust, new ribbon:
Job ;4 Chemically clean, oil
and adjust, new ribbon, new
feed rolls, new platen:

REGULAR
PRICE

SUMMER
SPECIAL

YOu
SAVE

$14.00

$1 .i0

$1.00

$21.00

$19.X0

$2.00

ELECTRIC PORTABLE TPEWNRITERS
MANUAL RETURN
Job #3 Chemically clean,
$27.50
oil and adjust, new ribbon:
Job #4 Chemically clean, oil and
adjust, new platen, feed rolls,
new belts, and new ribbon:
$34.50
ELECTRIC PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
ELECTRIC AUTOMATIC RETURN
Job #3 Chemically clean, oil and
adjust, new ribbon:
0
$34.50
Job #4 Chemically clean, oil and
adjust, new platen, new feed rolls,
$41.50
new belts, new ribbon

$25.00

$2.50.

$30.00

$4.50

$30.00

$4.50

$36.50

$5.09

What do we actually do when we clean your machine?
On manual typewriters, both portable and office, we start
by removing all rubber parts, such as platen, feed rolls, feet
head rests, etc. We remove all cover plates so that the typewriter mechanism is completely e"posed.
On electric portables, we remove the motor, switch and
wiring, belts and power roll in addition to the above.
Then the machine is given an ordinary chemical immersion
and an oil bath before being hand cleaned and readjusted.
Finally, we reassemble it, going through normal sequence
of adjustments, and lubricate the parts that require heavy
lubrication. Now your machine is really clean.
LEAVE YOUR TYPEWRITER AT ANY OF THE 4 COOP STORES.

Maine Summer Cottages for Rent: In
foothills of White Mts., secluded, all
conveniences, fireplaces, sandy
beach. -Special rates for honeymhooners. Reserve now. Write Bear
Mt. Vilage, Box M, South Waterford,
Maine 040)81 or 207-583-2541.
DON'T SCRAMBLE for an apartment. S&S REALTY has over 100
for singles and groups. Call 536-0730
or see us at. 906 Beacon St. Boston..
We are open evenings and weekends
for your convenience.,

M.I.T.
CHILDREN'S

STUDENT

HOSPITAL

CENTER

Become a part
of our excremental vison!

5. McIntosh MR-71 FM stereo tuner,
a lot of people think this is the best
tuner ever made-find out for yourself for $325 with walnut case, $430
.new. Six month warranty.
6. We've licked our rodent problem.
5 slightly used mouse traps some
a
.with cheese-$1.00.
7. Fisher 600 plus 110 watt FM
stereo receiver in good shape with
walnut enclosure $420 new, now
only $269 with 30 day warranty.
8. Scott LT. 112B transistorized FM
stereo tuner; $139. Very sensitive. 30
day warranty.

WANTED-good typists to do newspaper typesetting work at odd hours
over the summer. Contact Robert
Fourer or Erik Calonius at Trhe Tech,
876!-5855 or MIT ext. 2731.

9. KLH 27 70 watt AM FM stereo receiver in excellent condition, $320
new-$229 now. Six month warranty.
10. One used pound scale- from our
shipping dea Fine for weed. B~e safe,,
don't be sod-_$5.00.

1. Gentle Arthur's Used Dept. at
Audio Lab, 16 Eliot Street, Cambridge. 491-0930. Guarantees from
30 days to one year. Clp this ad for
ridiculously small discount.

CENTER

MEDICAL

four.

Summer Sublets: private rooms in 6
bdrm. apt. $62.50/mo., will bargain.
M or F. Call 262-1489.

3. Tandberg 64X demo unit of their
famous deck in excellent condition.
$550 new, now only $279. Six
month warranty.

SQU

_Serves

classified advertising

2. Save $10,000 on our complete
used equipment department. Start
your own business and immediately
regret it. $45,000 buys everything.

HARVARD

Blend or finely -dice broccoli. Add Hollandaise sauce,
butyric acid, yeast and gelatin. If batter is too loose, add
excelsior to thicken. Shape turds in jello mold.
Grease a cookie pan with butter or shortening. Bake turds
in warm (350 degree) coven for twenty minutes or until turds
rise and are firm. It is suggested that the premises be vacated
while baking.
Apply a generous coating of icing to each turd. Refrigerate.

4. Tandberg 1241 almost new 2 head
machine with built in amplifier and
speakers in walnut case, newi $485
i now $279. Six month warranty.
i

-

1 1. Heathkit stereo. radio two pieces
$120. new as kcit, $60 -now wired,
sounds quite good.
12. Dyna PAS 3X factory wired and
almost new $75, thirty day warranty.
1:3. Sony X1 20 1 20 watt (RMS)
transistoried stereo integrated amplifier, $400 new, now $299 with six
mzonth warranty.
14. Custom made power multiplier
for all stereo amps-'boosts output up
to 1,00f0 times-99c.
4 5. Fisher, FM 200B FM stereo tuner
very gooed -unit, $165 with Walnut
case and.30 day -warranty

16. Sony TC-540 portable stereo tape
recorder. $4-Q0 new, now $279 in
perfect condition with six month
wananty.
17. ,Ampex 970 portable three head
tape machine-a real classic, still
working flie. $750 new, now $229.
18. Gentle Arthur's Used Dept. at
Audio Lab, 16 Eliot St., Cambridge.
491-0930. Guarantees from 30 days
to one year. Clio this ad for fidiculously small discount.
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This year's commencement will maintain the essentials of the traditional ceremonies while departing from the norm in certain ways in accordance with the tense national situation.
A 1:30 pm speech in Kresge by former Kennedy aide Richard
Goodwin will keynote an afternoon of workshops for graduating students and their parents on Thursday, June 11. The workshops will
cover many issues of current concern. Anyone wishing to organize or
lead one should contact Mrs. Carolyn Cox (Room 7-121, x2851).
President Howard Johnson will address current problems in an 8 pm
speech in Kresge Thursday night.
[The above evenfits will be open to the MIT community as space
permits.]

The commencement ceremony, somewhat molified, begins at
10:30 am Friday to be followed by the traditional luncheon in the
Great Court.
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